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My Very First Robot




Why TWEETS? WHY BOTS?
● Increased visibility and findability
○ Social Media Optimization
○ Rossman & Young (2015)
● Increased Automatic Page Indexing
● Save time manually sending out tweets




HOW DO I GET IT TO 
DO WHAT I WANT
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY





2. Pull out data that’s important
3. Structure the data so I can use it at a later time




2. Pull out data that’s important
3. Structure the data so I can use it at a later time





(simple command line data transfer tool)
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY
Write to a file
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY
1. Get data
2. Pull out data that’s important
3. Structure the data so I can use it at a later time







(Python library that lets you create an XML element tree 




<title>In the Minds of the Living: The 





For each unique* item,
Get the <title> and the <link> elements
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY
1. Get data
2. Pull out data that’s important
3. Structure the data so I can use it at a later time










id | url              | title                      |
---+------------------+----------------------------+
1  | <link>           | <title>                    |
2  | <link>           | <title>                    |
3  | <link>           | <title>                    |
4  | <link>           | <title>                    |










<title>    <link> RSS.xml
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY
1. Get data
2. Pull out data that’s important
3. Structure the data so I can use it at a later time
4. Send out tweet
THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY
TWEEPY

















































Conclusions / Take Aways
● Development of social media automation within reach
● Yet, building even basic programs can be a challenge for 
those new to development (i.e. me)
● But the real value...
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:World%27s_First_Computer,_the_Electronic_Numerical_Integrator_and_Calculator_(ENIAC).gif
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